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Letter from the President
Hi Everyone!

Miren Oca
Ocaquatics Swim School
President, US Swim School
Association
Association Headquarters
Mailing address: P.O. Box 17208,
Fountain Hills, AZ 85269
Telephone: 480-837-5525
Fax: 480-836-8277
E-mail: Admin@usswimschools.org
Website: www.usswimschools.org
Executive Director: Sue Mackie

Association Officers
President
Miren Oca, 305-969-7946
Vice President
Lynn Ledford, 949-589-1512
Association Board
Bob Hubbard, 602-971-4044
Tammy Schoen, 713-434-7946
Cindy Tonnesen, 703-396-7946
Kendra Walker, 817-552-7946
Mike Williams, 661-589-2100

I have just returned from a 3 week trip to Australia where I joined fellow USSSA
members Mary Reilly Magee, Debbie Sayers and Sharron Crowley in presenting at
the annual Swim Australia/Australian Swimming Coaches and Teachers Association
convention on the Gold Coast. What a remarkable opportunity! Their conference offered
attendees an extensive selection of workshops which we were given the opportunity to
present at. It was exciting to visit the swim schools and to mingle with swim school
owners on the other side of the world. My family joined me after the conference and we
traveled in Brisbane and Sydney with Mary and her husband Don. I cannot even begin
to tell you what an amazing trip we had playing tourists, petting kangaroos and koalas,
visiting the sites, relaxing and eating meat pies!
On my last morning I went for a solo run and I found a nice path that took me from the
Sydney Harbor Bridge, around Circular Quay where the ferries come and go and along
the Opera House path. Once at the Opera House I sat on a bench to appreciate the
awesome surroundings and a delightful thought came to me…teaching swimming lessons
got me to Australia! I have been so fortunate in my life to find a livelihood that I adore
and one that has given me opportunities to travel and
spend time with wonderful people. I am very grateful!
A special thank you goes out to Ross Gage for having
faith in our speaking and presentation abilities and
providing an opportunity for USSSA members to be
a part of their great event. Australia is truly a unique
place and I love the entrenched culture of swimming
and lifesaving in the general population. I came home
charged by their passion for swimming and my goal is
to help my community gain that same enthusiasm!
I encourage you all to one day visit Australia!

Miren Oca
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From the Association Office
Welcome New
& Returning
Members

As the temperatures here in Arizona flirt with triple
digits and summer makes its way to the rest of the
country our swim schools are undoubtedly in full swing.
This is the time of year that is typically the most hectic
and also can be the most rewarding. When I think about
what makes our association special, it is that many of
our members are in this business because of their love
of teaching. The connections that we have with the
Sue Mackie
Executive Director children we teach and the families that come through our
doors give us the chance to educate and share our love of
water with thousands of children each week. As a former swim school owner and
teacher this is what I miss the most.

Aqua & Swim 4 Fun, Inc.
Miami, FL - Rebeca Chiullan
Aquatic Management Inc.
Atlanta, GA - Patrick Brown
Aqua-Tots Swim School
Shenandoah, TX - Luis Gonzalez

While you are busy educating your students, families, and staff, I would like to
encourage you to think about ways to challenge and educate yourself. If you have
a student who is struggling to grasp certain skills, challenge yourself to spend
some extra time coaching him or her outside of class. Or, challenge yourself
to create a special lesson time for underprivileged children in your area whose
families cannot afford swim lessons. You will be amazed at how your giving this
extra time you spend giving back can also become a learning experience for you.

Aqua-Tots Swim School
Charlotte, NC - Tommy Fisher
British Swim School Southlands
Oak Forest, IL - David Moroney
Davina’s Swim House
Toronto, Canada - Davina Lopez

Our National Conference each fall is also a great way to connect, educate and
rejuvenate. With the theme being The Culture of the Winner’s Circle, you will
find an outstanding lineup of speakers and opportunities for sharing. Take some
time to review the conference brochure that was sent last month or review the
schedule online and sign up to join us in Charlotte. We are grateful to Jackrabbit
Swim for being the presenting sponsor for this year’s event.

JP Prep Course
Huntington Beach, CA - Pete Eich
Loongs Kids Club
Guangzhou, China - Yu Lin

For those of you who may not be aware, we have a group of swim school friends
who are going to Roatan, Honduras on a humanitarian expedition. Spearheaded
by Lynn Ledford and Georgette Cutler from Cal Elite Kids, the number of
participants has climbed to 39. Our friends will be in Honduras June 17-24 and
their mission is simple, “we are going to make a difference.” Over and over we say
our members are what make our association extraordinary. It is special members
like Lynn, Jett and all the others going on this expedition that make this so true.
I am so proud to be a part of this organization and proud of our members who go
above and beyond. Safe travels!

Privateers Swim Lessons
Santa Clara, CA - Ricardo Blanco
Super Swimmers Academy
St. Louis, MO - Sarah Marx
Swim Coach Cam
Chicago, IL - Cameron Seebeck
Swim In Chicago
Chicago, IL - Rachel Betten

Sue Mackie

Core Purpose

To provide resources to assist our
members in achieving their goals
in the learn-to-swim business.

Swim Kids Swimming School
Key Biscayne, FL - Lisa Beorlegui
Swim Star Sports
Coconut Creek, FL - Derek Tuttle

Core Values

Provide opportunities for learning and sharing for our members.
Help maintain high ethical and professional standards in our
industry. Provide business development education for our
members. Promote the importance of quality learn-to-swim
programs. Represent the interest of our association on matters
affecting the learn to swim industry.
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SwimSeventy
Norwalk, CT - Rob Polley
3

SwimWell
Miami, FL - Dottie Krutulis

Finis has proudly worked with the USSSA organization for over

10 years. Our rich history of swimming innovation began in
1993 and continues strong today with industry
leading design and products.
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SWIM BETTER. SWIM OFTEN. TRAIN SMARTER.

For the best service
and all your swimming needs
CALL US TODAY!

Safer 3 Water Safety Foundation Golf Tournament
Safer 3 Water Safety Foundation
is looking forward to the USSSA’s
National Conference in Charlotte,
NC. In addition to the excitement
of NASCAR, Safer 3 is holding a
golf tournament on Monday, October
13th, prior to the beginning of the
conference. The tournament has
been in the planning stages for many
months and many exciting things
are slated. Tournament Fundraiser
Chairperson Jett Cutler thought of
the idea as “a community building
event tied to a cause we all care so
passionately about… water safety and
drowning prevention.”
The golf tournament’s purpose is to
raise money to further support the
Safer 3 mission… Save lives through
water safety education. All proceeds
from the Safer 3 Golf Tournament
will help the Foundation expand
its new costume sharing program,

and develop more materials to help
USSSA member schools educate
their customers and communities

about water safety. Safer 3 President
Jim Spiers is pleased that the money
raised through the golf tournament
will directly benefit USSSA member
schools. “There are many people who
support the Safer 3 message and
use it to make an impact in their
communities. We want to be able to
provide more tools and resources to
those swim schools.”
The 18-hole tournament will be
played at Olde Sycamore Golf

Plantation; a picturesque course
nestled among a mature forest of
hardwoods. The fee to play is $100
per player and includes: golf, a cart,
lunch and two drink tickets. For
those who choose not to golf, but
want to spend the day on the course,
a ‘golf cart rider pass’ is available. The
fee for a rider is $50 and includes:
lunch and two drink tickets. Safer
3 is also selling 18 sponsorship
opportunities for the event. The list of
sponsor benefits can be found on the
Safer 3 website at www.safer3.org/
golf. If you are interested in becoming
an 18-Hole Sponsor for $1,000 please
contact Jett Cutler at Jett@safer3.org.
To register and read more
information about the Safer 3 Golf
Tournament Fundraiser, please
visit www.safer3.org/golf. We look
forward to golfing with you on
Monday, October 13th.

Purposeful Play
by Dave DuBois | Carlile Swimming
Play is a tremendously useful tool in
teaching children. Play is the primary
method through which most of a child’s
learning takes place. This is especially true
in children under 5 years, but does apply
to all ages.
To this end, if a student feels like the
entire lesson is “fun” and is play oriented,
the teacher will have a high degree of
success in motivating the swimmers and,
as a result, building skills. Play activities
during the lesson can be directed and
purposeful in order to meet the goals of
the particular class that the students are
involved in. In contrast, it is possible
to play and have the students enjoy
themselves, but do very little that relates
to the goals of the class. While outright
“play” as an end in itself is an important
part of every child’s life, in the service
relationship of the swim lesson, this is
often when parents will complain that
there is too much “play” and not enough
“work”. It’s possible to achieve both
simultaneously and not “stop the play,”
to “start the work”... This is what we call
“purposeful play”.
Many play activities can in some way be
related to the specific skill goals of a class.
As an example, organizational games like
“red-light, green-light” can be a useful
way to get a class moving along the wall,
following simple directions, learning to
work together, and recognize the teacher
as the leader of the group. In that scenario,
students might monkey walk along the
wall and perform activities associated
with different color lights; Green light for
go, red for stop, yellow for slow, blue for
bubbles, etc.
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If a play activity or game goes on for too
long with limited skills being involved,
the “purpose” of the play may become
compromised. However, if the play
involves key skills appropriate for the
ability of the child and the level they are
in (which can include underwater work,
swims, floats and more advanced skills)
then the play has been purposeful. When
evaluating a teacher’s class, the issue

shouldn’t be if they played too much, but
what was being achieved by the play. In
this sense, the whole class can be a play
based experience from the child’s point
of view and is using very good teaching
methodology to deliver the teaching at the
child’s level.
From an organizational perspective,
whenever a game is introduced, it’s
advisable to choose a game which involves
as much of the group as possible and
involves the water in some way, avoiding
situations in which the teacher might turn
their back or move too far away from the
group. An example of how this might
happen would be with a game involving a
ball … If in the course of the game the ball
is thrown away from the class, it’s easy for
the teacher to be drawn into retrieving it
and in the process getting too far away from
the group, especially if they are beginners.
An alternative might be something like
“Simon Says” in which you can involve
any actions you want to, including water
and swimming related things, and get the

entire group participating. Even simple
activities like getting the face wet, can be
presented as a fun story … Take the group
for a pretend play in the mud and then
get everyone to wash up (face washing).
When doing a skill like streamlining,
you can do a lot more than just give it a
creative name like “rocket-ships” – You can
build the rocket-ships, blast them off with
a countdown, ask each swimmer where
they are flying to, and ask them what it
was like on the planet they flew to. These
types of stories can become very involving,
help maintain focus, enhance retention
and increase the enjoyment.
In this way, every activity can be a fun
game, but involve great purpose as well,
and the list is endless. Discuss the games
you play with your team and come up with
ways to make sure they’re purposeful, as
well as a lot of fun.
The end of the lesson is not the only place
for a game. Have fun and ensure there’s
“purpose to your play” throughout your
whole class.

2015 Spring Workshop – Houston, TX
Are you passionate about a particular topic? Do you enjoy engaging
the audience and sharing new and innovative ideas? Then consider
this - the Association is in the process of securing speakers and
presenters for the 2015 Spring Workshop in Houston, Texas. If you
or a member of your staff would like the opportunity to present
on a topic of your expertise or lead an educational session, please
email us at office@usswimschools.org for the speaker application.
Dates for this exciting event have yet to be finalized but we are
anticipating March 1st – March 3rd. The always popular Infant/
Toddler and Special Abilities workshops will be held March 1st.
Start making your plans to join us deep in the “Big Heart” of Texas!

Say Goodbye to Chlorine Odor, Bather Irritation, and Toxic Pool Water!

Proven swim school treatment systems since 1983 including:
UV • Saline • Ozone • Chemistry Controls • Drinking Water-Grade filtration
Wirelessly control your pump room including chemistry, UV, Heaters.

Choice of leading USSSA Swim Schools!
Proven on-Site Support and Service throughout the US via the SSD™ Network.
Experts in new construction and renovation treatment programs.
Excellence in Water Quality Control

Commercial Energy Specialists • 860 Jupiter Park Drive • Jupiter, Florida 33458 • 800.940.1557 • www.ceswaterquality.com
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<Tech Talk>
How Important is Your Website
by Dean Stinson | President, Web SEO Sensei
Leader, salesman, entrepreneur in SEO, SMO, SEM & Business Consulting (www.webseosensei.com)

The web today is all about content, but
not just any content…..fresh content.
In today’s world, the websites that get
the most traffic are those where the
content is always changing, being added
to, and improved. Users expect to see
or learn something new each time they
visit your website and they view those
websites that do so as more valuable.
Simply put, your content gives them a
reason to return!

What Is Content?
Content is anything you can share with
your potential and current clientele.
This can be a blog, a video, images or
any combination of these.
A standard blog, one that we all have
come to understand, is simply an essay
online. Ideally this is 300 words or
more, but in reality the best practice is
getting the content together. So if you
don’t make it to 300 or if you go over,
it’s okay. You just need to write.
Another great form of content is
creating a photo gallery. Maybe you
have a series of pictures describing an
event, a strategy, a product, anything.
Take these images, put them into a blog
as a gallery, and you’ve got content.
Additionally, a tremendous content
piece is that of video. Create a video
about anything, highlighting your
business, a client, a series of clients, you
name it. You can also create a video
from a slide show of pictures, set to
music and with some text overlaying
the images, describing your video.
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Ideally, you are able to create content
that involves all of these. Putting
together something that involves text,

photos, and a video, would be the most
ideal type of content.

How To Handle Content On
Your Site?
Now that you have your content, how
are you going to handle it on your site?
This is where blogging comes in.
Blogging creates a few things that
are critical to your success online and
improving your overall SEO (search
engine optimization) success. Blogging
causes indexing (this is the process of
adding new pages to your website),
indexing is a huge part of SEO and
the more pages you have on your
website, the better your SEO potential.
Blogging also allows you to start in on
a syndication strategy, which we will
discuss further.
Because blogging is so critical to your
success, it is vital that your blog is in
your website and not a third party or
subdomain. If your only blogging is
done in a blogging environment like
blogger, or wordpress.com, you need
to change and get your blog into your
website. It is a critical piece to the
puzzle because as mentioned earlier,
due to the fact that Google wants to see
indexing (the creation of more pages), if
you are blogging (indexing new pages)
outside of your website, then you are
loosing that piece.
Blogging also allows you to focus in
on very important keywords and then
direct that traffic to whatever page in
your website that you want them to see.
It means that very quickly you can start
to work on new keywords to rank for
and work to pull in new traffic.

What To Do With Your Content?
So, you now have a blog on your site,
you are producing content, but where
does it go. This is your time to shine,
get your content out to the world.
This is what we call the syndication
strategy. The basics are to share your
content to all of your social and local
properties that you can. The goal here
is to take a snippet of your content,
anywhere from the first 100 to 400
characters of your blog, put it into
Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, and all
of your other social properties. Then
attach the link to the blog, so that if
people want to read the full story, they
will be driven to your website.

This process not only creates important
back links to your blog and your
website, but it also helps to start to
drive traffic from all areas around the
web back to your blog.
Ideally you are creating and generating
up to 30 blogs per month, but
remember, these don’t all have to be 300
word essay’s, but rather combinations of
video, galleries, text, you name it. Over
time you will see your results manifest,
so, have fun with it, stay consistent, and
keep the content flowing!

United States Swim School Association Newsletter • Summer 2014
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“When I’m on a college
deck, (swimmers) are further
away from me, and I can’t
always see what they are
doing. Now I have a bird’s
eye view of the swimmer
all the time, allowing for
better coaching.”
Kim Brackin, B.E.S.T.
Brackin Elite Swim Training

“An invaluable tool for
swimmers and coaches.”
David Marsh, CEO and
Director of Coaching for SwimMAC

ENDLESS POOLS COACHES SPECIAL
Imagine a world class coaching facility in your home. That’s
exactly what Kim Brackin, ex-Longhorns coach did last year in
Austin. She installed an Endless Pool Elite and now offers technique
coaching in her backyard. Clients come to her for a unique
learning experience in the same machine used on competitive pool
decks around the world. Whether you’re teaching beginning
swimmers, triathletes or Olympic hopefuls, the real time feedback
from underwater cameras and mirrors is an unmatched opportunity
for coach and swimmer to see and correct mistakes.

Adapted for residential use, coaches can now Coach at Home in
an Endless Pool Elite installed outback or in a garage or basement.
For a limited time, we are offering coaches a special financing
program*. For only $9,800 down, we’ll provide you with all the
equipment you need to get started. Pay the balance of your
Elite over 36 months with special no interest financing. Visit
our website and online ROI calculator to learn more or call us
today at 800-732-8660 ext: 6782 and ask about our
Coach at Home package.

Call 800-732-8660 ext: 6782 or visit www.endlesspools.com/roi for more information.
10

*Limited time offer.

Healthy, Eco-Friendly, Stylish, Swim Diapers
The United Swim School Association
is proud to announce that Charlie
Banana® has joined the family of
USSSA Partners as our newest
Premium Sponsor.
Established in 2010, Charlie Banana®
is the international luxury brand
of cloth diapers and organic baby
products. Created out of love for
eco friendliness, quality and design
by cloth diaper industry experts
with more than 17 years combined
experience, Charlie Banana®’s mission
is – REUSE –REUSE- REUSE!!! The
team behind Charlie Banana® designs
and manufactures products that give
parents confidence to use on their
babies and families on a daily basis.
The company believes waste reduction

has to be promoted and encouraged
everywhere possible.
“Charlie Banana is all about the
bottom”, said Charlie Banana® founder
Gaëlle Wizenberg. “These swim diapers
are comfortable, soft, and provide perfect
fit that holds any major blowout!” “It’s
high time someone thought about baby’s
comfort in the swim diapering category
while thinking of practicality of pools
and swim schools owners. So we’ve
designed a line of Extraordinary Organic
Swim Diapers that accomplishes that
need,” said Wizenberg.
Products are available at select Target
and Buy Buy Baby stores and many
other independent worldwide retailers.
You can also find them online at

Amazon, Target, Babies R US, Buy
Buy Baby, Diapers.com and Charlie
Banana®. To see the full line of
Charlie Banana® products and for
more information go to:

www.charliebanana.com.
WELCOME Gaëlle and the entire
Charlie Banana® Team!

General Liability • Professional Liability • Excess Liability
Director’s & Officer’s Liability • Property • Pool Premises • Crime • Special Events
The professionals at RMS have more than 30 years experience accessing
insurance products that meet the needs of swimming lesson
programs across the country. Our insurance professionals
can guide you through our available insurance coverages
and customize a program specifically for your organization.

Proud Sponsor of

rmsswimminginsurance.com

800.777.4930
602.274.9138
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Congratulations to U.S. Swim School
Association on 25 Years of Valuable Service
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P.O. Box 32712, Phoenix, AZ 85064-2712

Know Your Customer
by Dina Dwyer-Owens | The Dwyer Group
After more than three decades in
franchising, there is one lesson that
I’ve learned personally and shared
professionally. It goes like this: It’s one
thing to know your business. It’s another
to know your customer. If you can
master both of these things, you will be
exponentially successful as a result.
That is true across our service brands at
The Dwyer Group. And it’s true in my
role as Executive Chairwoman as well.
When I became the leader of the company
many years ago, some people could not
imagine a woman in a male-dominated
role. But instead of focusing on other
people’s reservations, I concentrated on
a perspective we could all agree upon.
I am the target customer. I am the
woman of the house, the person who
typically schedules the majority of some
2 million service and repair calls that our
service brands make each year. And her
experience matters.
Yes, it’s good to know how to fix an air
conditioner, replace a broken window, or
restore a flooded basement in the case of
our services brands. In fact, it’s wonderful
to know how to make a cup of coffee, or
change a flat tire, or cook a hamburger.
It’s imperative to know how to run a
daycare, sauce a pizza or teach a student
to swim. The service or goods provided by
any business, and the business training to
execute those things, are to be expected.

But how is the experience for the customer?
Did you make a lasting impression? Is the
customer going to remember you to the
extent that he or she tells a friend? Now,
we’re talking.
By turning the tables and looking at a
business from the point of view of the
customer, you might elevate your service.
You might hire and train people differently.
What’s important to you may not be
the same thing that is important to the
customer. So, you might not only do what’s
expected. You might also do the unexpected.
We love doing the unexpected across our
brands at The Dwyer Group. Getting to
know our target customer has boosted
the satisfaction ratings of our service calls
across our franchise family. The woman
of the house doesn’t just want a problem
fixed. She also wants peace of mind.

That means delivering in the details. For
example, repairing a broken toilet is one
thing, but she’s about to let a stranger in
her home and needs to feel safe.
A service professional in a clean uniform,
a branded vehicle parked on the street
and an overall job that keeps the whole
house clean while, yes, fixing the toilet are
paramount. Are you delivering that kind of
serenity with your business?
Although many bosses obsess about
running a company, hiring employees
and building the brand into a household
name, I encourage you to get to know your
customers. Provide the best customer
service possible and find a way to keep
yourself and employees accountable. See
your brand beyond what it sells. See it for
how it is received. When you focus first on
people and activities, profits will follow.

2014 National Conference Keynote Speaker!
The USSSA is pleased to have Dina Dwyer-Owens as our keynote
speaker at the National Conference in Charlotte, NC.
Dina is the Executive Chairwoman of The Dwyer Group, a
holding company of seven service-based franchise organizations
with 1,600+ franchisees. We are excited to hear what she has
to share with us and encourage you to make plans to join us
October 15th – 18th in Charlotte!
12

“

I’M ABSOLUTELY
ADDICTED TO
SWIMSPRAY.

The biggest thing that I’ve
noticed is that my hair and
skin are so much healthier.
My hair feels lighter since
it’s not weighed down by
the chlorine, and I no longer
get itchy dry skin.

I DON’T KNOW
HOW I EVER GOT
ALONG WITHOUT IT.

”

CHLOE SUTTON
2008 and 2012 U.S.A. Team Member

• Eliminates Chlorine Odor and Irritation
from Hair and Skin
• 100% Natural Vitamin C Formula
• About 30 Swims Per Bottle
United States Swim School Association Newsletter • Summer 2014

www.SwimSpray.com
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October Swim School Tour in Charlotte
Charlotte Aquatics, Charlotte Swim Academy and Little Otter Swim School

Saturday, October 18th

9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.

One of the events our members look forward to each
year at our National Conference is the Swim School
Tour. Whether it’s a long standing member or one that is
attending their first conference we always hear about the
great ideas and inspiration they receive after having the
opportunity to visit the swim schools. We are excited to
announce the 3 swim schools that will make up our Swim
School Tour this year. Charlotte Aquatics, Charlotte
Swim Academy and Little Otter Swim School have all

$40.00 per person

agreed to open their doors for us. This Association is
extremely fortunate to have so many outstanding schools
actively involved and of course the most valuable benefit
to all swim school owners is the networking that goes
on between those owners. Make your plans to join us in
Charlotte at the 26th National Conference and sign up for
the Swim School Tour, October 18th in Charlotte, NC,
I’m sure you won’t be disappointed!
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Swimwear • Goggles • Caps • Training Gear

New!!! Youth Turbo Goggle
With Quick Adjust Feature

No Prepacks or Minimums!

check out our product line!
www.A3performance.com
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For More Information Call
1- 888-369-7946
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Download the Cressi

Catalog for iPhone and iPad App!
Cressi USA

MADE IN ITALY

www.cressi.com
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Contact us: swim@cressiusa.com
ph. 800 338 9143 - fax 800 493 2680

Follow us:
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Presenting sponsor

The CulTure

of the
Winner’s CirCle

Conference Registration
Online: www.usswimschools.org
Questions? Call (480) 837-5525

26th Annual US Swim School Association National Conference 2014
OctOber 15 - 17, 2014 • charlOtte, Nc

Awards of Excellence

www.USSwim Schools.org.
Deadline to submit is September 10th. You
do not need to be present to win.
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Take this opportunity to showcase your
swim school in any or all of the categories
listed above. A detailed description
of each award along with the awards
application is available online at

N

I

Business Development & Leadership
Safer 3 Water Safety Activity
Magazine Print Ad
Photograph
T-shirt
Promotion
Facility

Nominations will be judged by the
attendees at the National Conference in
Charlotte.

SW

Submissions are now being accepted for
the annual Association awards. Awards of
Excellence (formerly “Best of Awards”) will
be presented in the following categories:

S CH OOL

A
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Ask Al
Alvaro G. Mendoza | Commercial Energy Specialists, Inc.

Welcome back to our “Ask the
Expert” feature, designed to
assist you with any and all issues
related to swimming pool water,
mechanical equipment, space
conditioning, and code compliance.
Ask a question, and we will answer
to the best of our ability.
Recently we were asked to provide
an explanation and overview of
Swim School water quality.
What makes it improve, what
makes it deteriorate?
What are some of the pitfalls?
This article will pinpoint these topics,
and hopefully will provide a better
understanding on which to make swim
school treatment decisions.
Swim Schools are tough!
No you are not crazy, you are
operating one of the toughest
pool treatment applications in the
industry. Indoor Swim Schools
are the toughest, and on par
with leading water parks, resort
hotels, etc. We mention this so
we all know to take water quality
very seriously, be attentive on a
daily basis, and be ready to apply
significant resources to handle
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the task at hand. Failing to do so
usually leads to poor results.
Water, the universal solvent:
You can’t see them, but fill water,
bathers, chemicals, etc. all add
undesirable byproducts and
organisms to the pool water. They
are invisible, but they are there.
Water dissolves these byproducts,
organics, and organisms but doesn’t
get rid of them, and they can
accumulate to cause skin and lung
irritation (organics), cause staining
(metals), promotes eye burn
(chloramines), create a chlorine
demand (body wastes), and/or just
clutter up the water (TDS).
Water Quality is cumulative!
This means that water quality
improves and deteriorates
depending on a handful of
variables. You gain momentum and
lose momentum. When you shock
the pool to resolve a problem, the
water can immediately start to
deteriorate again moments later
if you did not resolve the root of
the problem. If you lose enough
momentum you can develop a
“chlorine demand” that cannot be

tested via traditional test methods.
Water can then get “sick” and
will continually want to degrade.
Operators need to better identify
the warning signs.
How to gain momentum:
You gain momentum by
maintaining high ORP levels
(>775 mV ) on a consistent basis
for extended periods of time.
Your water will become more
“bulletproof ” and will recover
quicker. You can also blast
chloramines with medium pressure
or Amalgam UV on a continuous
basis to help chlorine concentrate
on the other tasks at hand. You
should replace judicious amounts
of water in your pool (about an
average of 4 gallons per bather)
and you should make sure to limit
the amount of down time from the
high-ORP state.
How to lose momentum:
Every time you overload your pool,
run out of chlorine, let your pH
go high, or wait too long to clean
your filters, you are sliding down
the “slope”. Watch out for the
warning signs, that is LOW ORP

levels (<700 mV with chlorine >
3.0 PPM). The lower the ORP, the
more trouble you are getting into.
Just fixing the problem (filling the
chlorine or acid vat, cleaning the
filter, etc. corrects the alarm but
does not resolve the problem – that
is the accumulation of “bad stuff ”
in the water.
Chlorine alone is mediocre
strategy:
If you operate a heavily used swim
school pool, and are relying on
chlorine and pH feed only, you may

not have enough weapons in your
arsenal. Chlorine is an important
yet mediocre oxidizer, has plenty
of undesirable byproducts, and
will not fulfill the other roles that
you need address in your pool.
Many leading schools rely on
(properly designed and installed)
Medium Pressure or Amalgam UV,
corona discharge Ozone, Saline
Chlorination, etc. to help with the
oxidation and disinfection. Also
relatively inexpensive professional
strength additives can reduce
negative effects of organics, metals,
and phosphates.

Not going well?
Seek advice and assistance: If you
are feeling overwhelmed, don’t worry.
There are plenty of people around
to support you, including a bunch
of willing USSSA members who
have figured it out. The solutions are
normally pretty well documented
and affordable, and can be
accomplished in baby steps as your
swim school cash flow improves.
Best Regards,
Alvaro G. Mendoza

Please feel free to forward your questions & comments through the USSSA office,
or directly to me via email at amendoza@ceswaterquality.com

THEY’RE COUNTING ON YOU.

YOU CAN

COUNT ON JACKRABBIT!
Online Swim School Management Software
Serving 3,500+ customers at

JackrabbitSwim.com
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